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1. Model for calculation of magnetic force: 
 

We calculated the magnetic force 

mF  exerted on the droplets by making a first-order 

approximation of  the "T-bars" and "I-bars" as a periodic sequence of superposed individual bars. 
This superposition of individual bars allows for a tractable calculation based on an analytical 
solution29 for the magnetic field 


barB  generated by a thin rectangular bar with uniform 

magnetization 

bM  (Supplementary fig. S1 a). For a thin rectangular bar of length l  (axis )x , 

width w  (axis )y , and thickness t  (axis )z  with uniform magnetization 


bM  (along its length l
), the generated magnetic field ),,( zyxbar BBBB 


is: 
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In equations (1-3) 74 10
    N/A2 is the magnetic permeability of vacuum, Mb is expressed 

in T and zyx BBB ,, are expressed in A/m. Furthermore, particularly in our system, ( )b iM f B  

where iB  is the magnitude of the rotating field 

iB . For our model, we took into account only the 

component of 

iB  that at any given instance is parallel to the length l  of the bar and estimated its 

value based on a magnetization curve we derived experimentally for an "I-bar" (Supplementary 
fig. S1 a). An alternating gradient magnetometer (MicroMag 2900, Princeton Measurement 
Corporation) was used and the measurement was done using parallel orientation of the magnetic 
field to the "I-bar" sample. The range for external H-field was 1000  G H  and saturation 
magnetization was , 0.75 b satM T at ~ 900  GH . To obtain the total magnetic field 


B  in the 

periodic sequence of "T-bars" and "I-bars", each "T-bar" was approximated as a orthogonal 
superposition of two "I-bars". Since the linear superposition of bar does not hold at the middle of 
the "T-bar", we used a fitting parameter T bara , ( 2.5) T bara  that divides the bM  value of the 
potential well at the middle of the "T-bar".  
 

In addition, the droplet was approximated as a rigid cylinder with a uniform magnetization dM  

based on the data provided by the vendor of the ferrofluid (Supplementary fig. S1 b and 
Methods). In our system, ( )d nM f B  and we assumed that 


dM  is parallel to 


nB , thus 

neglecting any influence from 

iB  because of / 5n iB B . We defined a cylindrical grid for the 

droplet with 48angularN , 10heightN , 30radialN  angular, height and radial divisions 
correspondingly. We determined these numbers of divisions as the minimum grid density to 
obtain results that were grid-independent. The magnetostatic energy of the droplet was thus 
calculated through numerical integration of equations (1-3) over the volume V  of the cylindrical 
droplet as: 
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Therefore, the magnetic force was calculated through numerical differentiation of (4) as: 
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Using equation (5), we calculated 

mF  as a function of the distance from the "I-bar" for a range 

of droplet diameters 400 1200  d m  (Supplementary fig. S3). The parameter values used in the 
simulations were similar to the values used the experiments. The height h  of the channel  had a 
fixed value 380 h m . The dimensions of the "I-bar"  were the following; length of 1350 l m
, width 285 w m , thickness 25 t m . The magnetic fields were 40 iB G , 250 nB G . The 
magnetizations of the droplet and the bar were 225 dM G , 0.37 bM T correspondingly.  
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We thus calculated that the magnetic force 


mF   can reach magnitudes up to 25μΝ for droplet 
diameters 1200d m  (Supplementary fig. S3). Furthermore, the magnetic force 


mF  increases as 

the droplet approaches the bars and reaches a maximum value at a distance ~ /2d  from the edge 
of the bars. At this distance /2d , the cylindrical droplet is tangent to the edge of the bar. For 
distances smaller than /2d , the portion of the droplet that has passed the edge of the bar is 
pulled back towards that edge, thus decreasing the net attractive force on the droplet. 
 

Apart from the magnetic force magnitudes, we calculated power law fits for 


mF  in order to 
study how the magnetic force increases as the droplet approaches the bars. We thus implemented 
minimum squares based power-law fits   p

mxF x &  p
myF y for distances x,y /2d  from the 

edge of the bars (Supplementary fig. S4 a,b). In the region x,y /2d , exponents p  vary linearly 
with /d w (Supplementary fig. S4 c). The larger the droplet diameter d is, the more sensitive the 
droplet is to spatial variations in magnetic field gradients, resulting in a steeper increase of the 
magnetic force or larger p . 

 
 
  

2. Secondary Experiment  for calculation of hydrodynamic drag force: 
 

The hydrodynamic drag force 

dragF  is dependent on the complex rheology of the ferrofluid, the 

dynamic shape change of the droplets (Fig. 1g) and the effect of the normal field 

nB  on the 

lubrication film. Because of the difficulty in controlling each of these parameters, we devised a 
secondary experiment to measure 


dragF  directly. As in our primary experimental setup, a Hele-

Shaw geometry was used to confine a ferrofluid droplet in the same carrier fluid (Methods). The 
droplet was pulled along a circular path by a magnet attached to a rotating shaft at a fixed 
vertical distance below the Teflon-coated fluidic chip (Supplementary fig. S5).  We calculated 

dragF  for different droplet velocities dropV   by subtracting the magnetic force 

magnetF  from the 

centripetal force 

centripetalF : 

 

  
  
drag centripetal magnetF F F                                                (6) 

 
The magnet consisted of a stack of 12 disk-shaped magnets of diameter 1/8'' and thickness 1/32'' 
(material NdFeB, grade N40, Amazing magnets, D063A). The magnet was mounted on a low-
power gearmotor (Pololu Robotics and Electronics) with a gear ratio 298:1. The motor was 
powered using a DC power supply (GWInstek GDP-3303D) and was rotated with speeds ranging 
from 10 to 300 rpm. The fluidic chip containing the droplet was placed inside an electromagnetic 
coil that provided 250 


nB G  in order to provide the closest possible conditions to the main 

experiment. 
 

We calculated the centripetal force 

centripetalF  by measuring the velocity 


dV  of a droplet, the 

droplet mass dm and the distance dr  of the droplet from its axis of rotation. We obtained the 
values of 


dV  , dm , dr  using the same image analysis code used in the main experiments. The 

magnitude of the centripetal force was therefore calculated as: 
 

 
2

ˆ ˆ / ,  where  is unit vector in the radial direction  
 
centripetal d d dF m V r r r                                   (7) 

 

We calculated the magnetic force ( ) /  
  

d localmagnet d dF m M B   where d  is droplet 

density, by measuring the magnetic field  ,

local r zB B B  (Supplementary fig. S6 a)  as a 

function of the distance from the magnet. For the calculation, the droplet was treated as a point 
source and the expression for 


magnetF was written as: 
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 , , / ( ) / / / /               
  

d localmagnet mag r mag r d d d d dr r dz zF F F m M B r m M B r M B r   (8) 

 

We thus tested droplets of diameters ranging from 400 1000  d m  and rotational velocities   
that corresponded to peripheral velocities up to 100  /V mm s . For the range of Reynolds 
numbers R e ~ 1 10 , we calculated that the hydrodynamic force 


dragF  empirically scales 

linearly with droplet velocity and can reach magnitudes up to 25μΝ for droplet diameters 
1000 d m  in the velocity limit ~ 60  /V mm s  of our experiments (Supplementary fig. S6 b). 

 
In addition, we did a 2-D interpolation on the data (Supplementary fig. S6 b) to find an 
expression for the drag force 


dragF  as a function of velocity V  for a droplet of diameter 

600 d m  (similar to the droplet diameter of the experiments in Fig. 2). Using this expression 

for 

dragF  and the magnetic force 


mF  for the periodic arrangement of "T-bars" and "I-bars", we 

solved the droplet's equation of motion and predicted the droplet trajectories (Fig. 3c and 
Supplementary Videos 4,5).  

3. Scaling law of force ratio as a function of overall system size: 
 
The presented scheme can be scaled down from millimeters to microns scale, as long as the ratio 
of the magnetic mF  to the hydrodynamic forces dragF  scales favorably with size. Our scaling 
argument does not include the inertial forces since we have shown (Supplementary fig. S2) that 
they are negligible compared to the magnetic and hydrodynamic forces. 
 
First, we derived a scaling for the magnetic forces according to our numerical model. We 
assumed a cylindrical droplet of diameter d  and height h  with magnetization dM . The droplet 
is subject to a magnetic force exerted by a rectangular bar magnet with dimensions  l w t  
(length, width, thickness) with magnetization bM . We used the same geometry ratios /h d ,

/l d , /w d , /t d used in the design of our experimental set-up (Figs. 1, 2). Next, we decreased
d up to 1000 times (spanning the range 1000 to 1 m ), while keeping all the geometry ratios 
fixed. For every diameter ,d  we selected the maximum value of magnetic force mF  (occurring 
at a distance ~ / 2d  from the edge of the bar). Then, we did a power law fitting between the 
maximum value of magnetic force mF  and the droplet diameter d . The power law fitting 
revealed a scaling of the form (Supplementary fig. S9): 
 

2mF d                                               (9) 

 

Since the magnetic force is proportional to the magnetizations dM , bM  (equations 1-4), we can 
deduce that the force depends on a parameter ,  shape mag d bK M M where ,shape magK  accounts for 
the specific geometry ratios used. We can therefore write: 
 

2
,   m shape mag d bF K M M d               (10) 

 
For the drag force, we used an expression for a droplet in a Hele-Shaw flow31. The drag force 

dragF  exerted on a droplet of dynamic viscosity droplet moving with a velocity V while immersed 
in silicone oil (carrier fluid) with dynamic viscosity  and interfacial tension   can be written 
as: 
 

2
1/3 2/3

1 2
23π 1 ,         

          
  

droplet
drag

d h VF Ca Ca V Ca
h d

   
 

                            (11) 
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The constants 1 2,   are empirical. The term  1 / droplet   accounts for the bulk flow 
resistance (including resistance induced by the flow inside the droplet). The two terms with the 
capillary numbers Ca  account for the viscous dissipation in the dynamic regions of the thin 
lubrication film. The term 1/3Ca is for mobile surfactants and the term 2/3Ca is for immobile 
surfactants. The effect of the magnetic fields on the shape of the magnetized droplet and the 
thickness of the lubrication film in our experiments require the calculation of 1 2,   . However, 
for this scaling argument we assume 2 0  due to the nature of the anionic surfactant of the 

ferrofluid. Then, for mobile surfactants and  1/3
11 / 2 /  dropletCa h d   , equation (11) 

becomes: 
 

2
1/3

1
23π     drag

d hF Ca V
h d

                          (12) 

 
Inserting the expression for C a  in (12) we get: 
 

1/32

1
23π  

      
drag

d hF V
h d V

 


                                      (13) 

 
We further simplify equation (13): 
 

2/3 1/3 2/3
16π   dragF d V                                    (14) 

 
Dividing equation (10) by equation (14) we get: 
 

2
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2/3 1/3 2/3
16π
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We then set  V S f , where S is the spatial period that is proportional to the dimensions of the 
bar and therefore to the droplet diameter d ,  SdS r d ( Sdr constant) and f  is the frequency, and 
get: 
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Merging all geometric constants of (16)  into , shape mag , we get: 
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Therefore, the ratio between the two forces scales with: 
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This implies that for low capillary numbers, the ratio drops gradually with 1/3d  which potentially 
leaves a lot of margin to operate in smaller length scales. Note that if we had kept the 2/3Ca as 
well, the equivalent exponent of d  would be somewhere between 1/3 and 1/2. 
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4. Supplementary Figures: 

Figure S1 | Magnetization curves for permalloy bars and ferrofluid.  a. Magnetization curve 
for permalloy "I-bar" for external H field in the range 1000  G H  with an inset for the 
range  150  G H . The curves were obtained both from horizontal (θ 0 )   and transverse 
(θ 90 )   field .H  b. Magnetization curve for ferrofluid provided by the vendor (Methods) for 
external H  field in the range 0 20,000 G H  with an inset for the range 0 3 5 0  G H . 

  

Figure S2 | Inertial force calculations based on experimental data.  The inertial forces are 
calculated by computing the second time-derivative of the droplet positions x over time (refer to 
Fig. 2b for illustrations) to obtain the accelerations. Then, the accelerations were multiplied by 
the droplet mass to obtain the inertial force. a. Inertial force in the x direction calculated for a 
droplet of 600 d m  at 3 f Hz  as a function of angle φ of 


iB . b. Inertial force for the same 

conditions as in (a) for 15 f Hz .  
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Figure S3 | Simulations of the magnetic forces exerted on a droplet by an I-bar. Magnetic 
force magnitudes calculated using an analytical expression for the magnetic field generated by a 
thin rectangular bar29. The droplet is approximated as a rigid cylinder with diameters in the range 

400 1200  d m  and a fixed height 380 h m . The droplet was discretized using a cylindrical 
mesh. The values of the magnetic fields and the dimensions of the bars were similar to the ones 
used in the experiment. a. Plots of magnetic force mxF  as a function of distance x from the I-bar 
when the droplet is placed along the x axis. i) Dimensional plot with an inset that shows the basic 
dimensions ii) Non-dimensional plot where the force is normalized with 

 * 2~ / 4   mag d dF m B M d h M . The force is presented as a percentile (%) of *
magF  and x  is 

also normalized with droplet diameter d . The maximum of mxF  occurs at x ~ /2d . b. Plots of 
magnetic force magnitude myF  as a function of distance y from the bar when the droplet is placed 
along the y axis. Items (i,ii) have the same representations as in (a). The legend in (ii) refers to 
both (a,b). 
 
 
 
 

Figure S4 | Scalings of the magnetic force. a, b. Plots of power-law fits of mxF  (a) and myF  (b) 
for x,y / 2d  for droplet diameters in the range 400 1200  d m . The fits are minimum-squares 
based and match well the simulated data in the proximity of the / 2d  limit where the slopes of 
mxF , myF become zero. c. Plots of exponent p  of power-law fits  p

mxF x &  p
myF y as a 

function of relative droplet size /d w . In the region x,y /2d , the exponents p  vary linearly 
with /d w . The larger the droplet diameter d is, the more sensitive the droplet is to spatial 
variations in magnetic field gradients, resulting in a steeper changes in the magnetic force or 
larger p . 
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Figure S5 | Hydrodynamic force experiment layout. a. i) Free-body diagram of droplet 
rotating with constant rotational speed. The droplet is subject to a magnetic force  ,


mag rF  and a 

hydrodynamic force

dragF . The sum of the two is the centripetal force  

  
centripetal drag magnetF F F . 

ii) Top-view schematic of layout; a droplet follows a rotating magnetic disk (rotational speed  ). 
The droplet performs a circular motion overcoming a hydrodynamic force 


dragF  due to an 

attractive force ,

mag rF  by the rotating magnet. The red circles represent the circular trajectories 

of the droplet and the disk and the red arrows denote the instantaneous velocities of each. iii) 
Side-view schematic of layout show in (ii). The droplet is immersed in oil and confined between 
two plates distanced at 380 h m  and performs a Hele-Shaw flow. The droplet is subjected to a 
magnetic field  

  
net n localB B B that is the sum of a uniform external field 


nB  and the field by 

the magnet 

localB . The magnet is rotating at a vertical distance z  below the droplet. b. Snapshot 

of video data (top-view) of droplet following a rotating disk. The blue vector indicates the 
calculated ,


mag rF and red vector is the hydrodynamic force 


dragF . The trajectories of the disk and 

the droplet are marked with black and purple points correspondingly. 

Figure S6 | Hydrodynamic force experiment data. a. Measured magnetic field on 
 ,


local z rB B B  of the magnetic disk as a function of radial distance r  for various heights z ; 

i) zB , ii) rB , iii. /zdB dr . iv) /rdB dr  . b. Calculated hydrodynamic drag force 

dragF  as a 

function of droplet velocity dropletV for the diameter range 500 1000  d m . 
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Figure S7 | Modes of operation. Experimental realizations that demonstrate the different modes 
of operation. The background has been removed from the experimental frames. The color of the 
trajectories represents the elapsed time. A droplet propagation efficiency measure is defined as 

a( ) / p t tN N N , where tN  is the number of rotations of the magnetic field 

iB  and aN  is the 

number of loop events where a droplet fails to follow a potential well. a. Propagation with 
perfect synchronization of a droplet in a closed square loop, 100%p  (Supplementary Video 6) 
b. Propagation with partial loss of synchronization leading to loops (denoted with numbers 1 to 
5), 72.5%p  (Supplementary Video 7). c. No propagation, 0%p  either because of small 

droplet size / 1.8d w ( 2 )f Hz or because of high frequency, ( 27 )f Hz . Droplets in these 
cases oscillate without propagating (Supplementary Videos 8,9). d. Time-lapse of break-up at 

8f Hz , 0%p  (Supplementary Video 10). Dashed line indicates droplet shapes at a previous 

angle φ . All experiments performed at i nΒ 40 ,Β 250 G G . 
  

 
Figure S8 | Synchronous propagation of multiple droplets, reversibility and counter-
rotation. Experimental realizations that demonstrate synchronous propagation of multiple 
droplets and the reversibility of propagation. The background has been removed from the 
experimental frames. The color of the trajectories represents the elapsed time. a. Synchronous 
propagation of four droplets of different diameters on a single closed square tracks 
(Supplementary Video 11).  b. Reversal of the propagation of a single droplet by switching the 
direction of the rotating field  from clockwise to counter-clockwise (Supplementary Video 12). c. 
f.  Four counter-rotating concentric square tracks stacked together. The two outer tracks have 
droplets (Supplementary Video 13) that propagate in opposite directions. All experiments 
performed at i nΒ 40 ,Β 250 G G . 
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Figure S9 | Scaling of magnetic force as a function of system size. Logarithmic plot of the 
maximum magnetic force exerted as a function of droplet diameter d  (droplet assumed 
cylindrical with a height h ). The magnetic force was calculated for both orientations ( mxF , myF ) 
of the droplet with respect to a rectangular bar with dimensions  l w t  (bar length, width, 
thickness). The calculation was made in the range 1 1000 d m   and the ratios of all dimensions 

/hdr h d , /ldr l d , /wdr w d , /tdr t d , were fixed. For the whole range of d , the magnetic 
forces were maximized at a distance ~ / 2d  from the edge of the bar. Power law fittings on the 
calculated points are shown as lines with slopes equal to 2 in the logarithmic plot, thus leading to 
the scaling 2, mx myF F d . Having assumed uniform magnetizations bM , dM , on the bars and the 
droplet correspondingly, the scaling can be written as 2,   mx my b dF F M M d . 
  

5. Supplementary video captions 
 
1. Εxperimental set-up. This supplementary video shows how all the components of our 
experimental set-up are assembled together. The fluidic chip is placed inside a single coil that 
provides the normal Bn field. Around the single coil, two orthogonal Helmholtz coil pairs are 
placed thus providing the rotational Bi field. The optical system is also displayed, showing the 
input port for the LED light source, the light collimator lens and the diaphragm. Also, the whole 
optical path is illustrated starting from the fluidic chip and continuing to the objective lens, the 
beamsplitter, a 90 degree mirror and additional collimation lenses, leading up to the sensor of the 
high-speed camera. The high speed camera is mounted on a X-Y translation stage on top of a lab 
jack. The experimental set-up is assembled on an optics table. 
 
2. Synchronous propagation of single droplet at 3Hz. A droplet of d=600μm is propagating on 
a linear track of a "T" & "I" permalloy bar arrangement under a clockwise rotating field Bi at 
f=3Hz. Two full cycles of Bi are shown in the video. The propagation is synchronous and the 
droplet covers two spatial periods on the "T" & "I" bar arrangement. The top subset shows the 
experimental data where the color of the trajectory stands for the magnitude of the horizontal 
component of velocity Vx. The bottom subset shows the plot of the two components Vx,Vy as a 
function of the angle φ of Bi. Bi=40G, Bn=250G. The Supplementary Video is slowed down 30 
times. 
 
3. Asynchronous propagation of single droplet at 18Hz. Similar conditions with 
Supplementary Video S2 for Bi at f=18Hz. Four full cycles of Bi are shown in the video.  Unlike 
the Supplementary Video S2, the propagation is asynchronous - the droplet loses its 
synchronization twice (two loops). Therefore, the droplet misses one cycle of Bi for each loop 
and therefore needs four full cycles of Bi to cover two spatial periods on the T" & "I" bar 
arrangement. Bi=40G, Bn=250G.  The Supplementary Video is slowed down 90 times. 
 
4. Comparison between experiment and model at 3Hz. The experimental data for f=3Hz 
(green color) from Supplementary Video S2 are juxtaposed with the computed trajectory from 
our model (black color). The background from the experiment has been removed and we show 
the dynamic energy landscape where the color indicates magnetostatic energy (blue color stands 
for low energy and red color stands for high energy). Bi=40G, Bn=250G. The Supplementary 
Video is slowed down 30 times. 
 
5. Comparison between experiment and model 18Hz. The experimental data for f=18Hz 
(green color) from Supplementary Video S3 are juxtaposed with the computed trajectory from 
our model (black color). The background from the experiment has been removed and we show 
the dynamic energy landscape where the color indicates magnetostatic energy (blue color stands 
for low energy and red color stands for high energy). Bi=40G, Bn=250G. The Supplementary 
Video is slowed down 90 times. 
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placed thus providing the rotational Bi field. The optical system is also displayed, showing the 
input port for the LED light source, the light collimator lens and the diaphragm. Also, the whole 
optical path is illustrated starting from the fluidic chip and continuing to the objective lens, the 
beamsplitter, a 90 degree mirror and additional collimation lenses, leading up to the sensor of the 
high-speed camera. The high speed camera is mounted on a X-Y translation stage on top of a lab 
jack. The experimental set-up is assembled on an optics table. 
 
2. Synchronous propagation of single droplet at 3Hz. A droplet of d=600μm is propagating on 
a linear track of a "T" & "I" permalloy bar arrangement under a clockwise rotating field Bi at 
f=3Hz. Two full cycles of Bi are shown in the video. The propagation is synchronous and the 
droplet covers two spatial periods on the "T" & "I" bar arrangement. The top subset shows the 
experimental data where the color of the trajectory stands for the magnitude of the horizontal 
component of velocity Vx. The bottom subset shows the plot of the two components Vx,Vy as a 
function of the angle φ of Bi. Bi=40G, Bn=250G. The Supplementary Video is slowed down 30 
times. 
 
3. Asynchronous propagation of single droplet at 18Hz. Similar conditions with 
Supplementary Video S2 for Bi at f=18Hz. Four full cycles of Bi are shown in the video.  Unlike 
the Supplementary Video S2, the propagation is asynchronous - the droplet loses its 
synchronization twice (two loops). Therefore, the droplet misses one cycle of Bi for each loop 
and therefore needs four full cycles of Bi to cover two spatial periods on the T" & "I" bar 
arrangement. Bi=40G, Bn=250G.  The Supplementary Video is slowed down 90 times. 
 
4. Comparison between experiment and model at 3Hz. The experimental data for f=3Hz 
(green color) from Supplementary Video S2 are juxtaposed with the computed trajectory from 
our model (black color). The background from the experiment has been removed and we show 
the dynamic energy landscape where the color indicates magnetostatic energy (blue color stands 
for low energy and red color stands for high energy). Bi=40G, Bn=250G. The Supplementary 
Video is slowed down 30 times. 
 
5. Comparison between experiment and model 18Hz. The experimental data for f=18Hz 
(green color) from Supplementary Video S3 are juxtaposed with the computed trajectory from 
our model (black color). The background from the experiment has been removed and we show 
the dynamic energy landscape where the color indicates magnetostatic energy (blue color stands 
for low energy and red color stands for high energy). Bi=40G, Bn=250G. The Supplementary 
Video is slowed down 90 times. 
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6. Synchronous droplet propagation on closed square track at 10Hz. A droplet of d=600μm 
propagates under a clockwise rotating field Bi at f=10Hz. Efficiency is 100%. Bi=40G, 
Bn=250G. The Supplementary Video is slowed down 2 times. 
 
7. Asynchronous droplet propagation on a closed square track at 13Hz. A droplet of 
d=600μm propagates under a clockwise rotating field Bi at f=13Hz. The droplet losses its 
synchronization (occurrence of loops) always at the same positions, where local bar defects, and 
possible local magnetic field non-uniformities affect the operation. Efficiency is 72.5%. The 
Supplementary Video is slowed down 10 times. 
 
8. Effect of droplet size on propagation: six droplets on a closed square track. Six droplets in 
the circuit under a clockwise rotating Bi at f=2Hz. Droplet diameters d=300, 470, 480, 600, 730, 
760 μm. The three largest droplets propagate normally while and other three fail to propagate 
and oscillate in the "I" bars. Bi=40G, Bn=250G. The Supplementary Video is slowed down 20 
times. 
 
9. Effect of high frequency : droplet on a closed square track at 27Hz. A droplet of d=630μm 
fails to propagate under a clockwise  rotating field Bi at f=27Hz. Instead of propagating, the 
droplet oscillates between the "T" and "I" bars. Bi=40G, Bn=250G.The Supplementary Video is 
slowed down 50 times. 
 
10. Droplet break-up at 8Hz. A droplet of d=800μm fails to propagate under a clockwise  
rotating field Bi at f=8Hz and breaks-up into two droplets with diameters d=560μm, d=580μm 
that propagate synchronously . Bi=40G, Bn=250G. The Supplementary Video is slowed down 40 
times. 
 
11. Synchronous propagation of four droplets. Four droplets in the circuit under a clockwise 
rotating field Bi at f=4Hz. Bi=40G, Bn=250G.  The Supplementary Video is slowed down 20 
times. 
 
12. Reversal of propagation direction by switching the direction of rotating field. A single 
droplet reverses its direction of motion when we switch the direction of the rotating field Bi . 
Bi=40G at f=8Hz Bn=250G. The Supplementary Video is slowed down 4 times. 
 
13. Four droplets propagating at counter rotating tracks at 8Hz. Four droplets in four 
concentric counter rotating tracks circulate under a clockwise rotating field Bi  at f=8Hz. 
Bi=40G, Bn=250G.  The Supplementary Video is slowed down 2 times. 
 

14. Synchronous droplet generation. One droplet is generated from a reservoir for every cycle 
of Bi. The shape of reservoir interface is tracked and its color represents the elapsed time. 
Bi=40G, Bn=250G, f=6Hz. The Supplementary Video is slowed down 10 times. 
 
15. OR/AND gate. Schematic and experiments for droplets A, B propagating under a clockwise 
rotating field Bi at f=6Hz (cases 2-4 of truth table in Fig. 4a), Bi=40G, Bn=250G. For the first 
two cases the experimental videos are slowed down 10 times. For the last case, the video is at 
normal speed. The droplets A,B are in a ring configuration and the logic operation for the last 
case is repeated three times.  
 
16. XOR/AND-fanout  gate. Schematic and experiments for droplets A, B propagating under a 
clockwise rotating field Bi at f=6Hz (cases 2-4 of truth table in Fig. 4b), Bi=40G, Bn=250G.  For 
the first two cases the experimental videos are slowed down 10 times. For the last case, the video 
is at normal speed. The droplets A,B are in a ring configuration and the logic operation for the 
last case is repeated twenty times. 
 
17. XOR/NAND/AND-fanout gate. Schematic and experiments for droplets A, B propagating 
under a clockwise rotating field Bi at f=6Hz (cases 2-4 of truth table in Fig. 5a), Bi=40G, 
Bn=250G.  For all three cases the experimental videos are slowed down 10 times. The video of 
the last experiment with the ring configuration is at normal speed. The droplets A,B in the ring 
configuration repeat the same logic operation twenty times. 
 
18. Set/reset flip-flop. The video demonstrates consecutively the "set state", "hold state" and 
"reset state" logic operations (cases 3,5,6 of truth table in Fig. 6a). The Flip-flop has state "OFF" 
until the "Set" droplet switches the state to "ON". The Flip-flop holds its state "ON" until the 
"Reset" droplet switches it back to "OFF". Bi=40G, Bn=250G, f=6Hz. The Supplementary Video 
is slowed down 10 times. 
 
19. Finite-state machine. A "Set" droplet alternates between two combined Flip-flops owing to 
a "Reset" droplet that extracts it out successively (Fig. 6b). The "Set" droplet, denoted by S, is 
propagating on a closed circuit that is separate from the circuit where the "Reset" droplet, 
denoted by R propagates. Whenever the "Set" droplet is stored at a Flip-flop, the value Q 
switches from zero (black color) to one (red color). Bi=40G, Bn=250G, f=6Hz. The 
Supplementary Video is at normal speed. 
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6. Synchronous droplet propagation on closed square track at 10Hz. A droplet of d=600μm 
propagates under a clockwise rotating field Bi at f=10Hz. Efficiency is 100%. Bi=40G, 
Bn=250G. The Supplementary Video is slowed down 2 times. 
 
7. Asynchronous droplet propagation on a closed square track at 13Hz. A droplet of 
d=600μm propagates under a clockwise rotating field Bi at f=13Hz. The droplet losses its 
synchronization (occurrence of loops) always at the same positions, where local bar defects, and 
possible local magnetic field non-uniformities affect the operation. Efficiency is 72.5%. The 
Supplementary Video is slowed down 10 times. 
 
8. Effect of droplet size on propagation: six droplets on a closed square track. Six droplets in 
the circuit under a clockwise rotating Bi at f=2Hz. Droplet diameters d=300, 470, 480, 600, 730, 
760 μm. The three largest droplets propagate normally while and other three fail to propagate 
and oscillate in the "I" bars. Bi=40G, Bn=250G. The Supplementary Video is slowed down 20 
times. 
 
9. Effect of high frequency : droplet on a closed square track at 27Hz. A droplet of d=630μm 
fails to propagate under a clockwise  rotating field Bi at f=27Hz. Instead of propagating, the 
droplet oscillates between the "T" and "I" bars. Bi=40G, Bn=250G.The Supplementary Video is 
slowed down 50 times. 
 
10. Droplet break-up at 8Hz. A droplet of d=800μm fails to propagate under a clockwise  
rotating field Bi at f=8Hz and breaks-up into two droplets with diameters d=560μm, d=580μm 
that propagate synchronously . Bi=40G, Bn=250G. The Supplementary Video is slowed down 40 
times. 
 
11. Synchronous propagation of four droplets. Four droplets in the circuit under a clockwise 
rotating field Bi at f=4Hz. Bi=40G, Bn=250G.  The Supplementary Video is slowed down 20 
times. 
 
12. Reversal of propagation direction by switching the direction of rotating field. A single 
droplet reverses its direction of motion when we switch the direction of the rotating field Bi . 
Bi=40G at f=8Hz Bn=250G. The Supplementary Video is slowed down 4 times. 
 
13. Four droplets propagating at counter rotating tracks at 8Hz. Four droplets in four 
concentric counter rotating tracks circulate under a clockwise rotating field Bi  at f=8Hz. 
Bi=40G, Bn=250G.  The Supplementary Video is slowed down 2 times. 
 

14. Synchronous droplet generation. One droplet is generated from a reservoir for every cycle 
of Bi. The shape of reservoir interface is tracked and its color represents the elapsed time. 
Bi=40G, Bn=250G, f=6Hz. The Supplementary Video is slowed down 10 times. 
 
15. OR/AND gate. Schematic and experiments for droplets A, B propagating under a clockwise 
rotating field Bi at f=6Hz (cases 2-4 of truth table in Fig. 4a), Bi=40G, Bn=250G. For the first 
two cases the experimental videos are slowed down 10 times. For the last case, the video is at 
normal speed. The droplets A,B are in a ring configuration and the logic operation for the last 
case is repeated three times.  
 
16. XOR/AND-fanout  gate. Schematic and experiments for droplets A, B propagating under a 
clockwise rotating field Bi at f=6Hz (cases 2-4 of truth table in Fig. 4b), Bi=40G, Bn=250G.  For 
the first two cases the experimental videos are slowed down 10 times. For the last case, the video 
is at normal speed. The droplets A,B are in a ring configuration and the logic operation for the 
last case is repeated twenty times. 
 
17. XOR/NAND/AND-fanout gate. Schematic and experiments for droplets A, B propagating 
under a clockwise rotating field Bi at f=6Hz (cases 2-4 of truth table in Fig. 5a), Bi=40G, 
Bn=250G.  For all three cases the experimental videos are slowed down 10 times. The video of 
the last experiment with the ring configuration is at normal speed. The droplets A,B in the ring 
configuration repeat the same logic operation twenty times. 
 
18. Set/reset flip-flop. The video demonstrates consecutively the "set state", "hold state" and 
"reset state" logic operations (cases 3,5,6 of truth table in Fig. 6a). The Flip-flop has state "OFF" 
until the "Set" droplet switches the state to "ON". The Flip-flop holds its state "ON" until the 
"Reset" droplet switches it back to "OFF". Bi=40G, Bn=250G, f=6Hz. The Supplementary Video 
is slowed down 10 times. 
 
19. Finite-state machine. A "Set" droplet alternates between two combined Flip-flops owing to 
a "Reset" droplet that extracts it out successively (Fig. 6b). The "Set" droplet, denoted by S, is 
propagating on a closed circuit that is separate from the circuit where the "Reset" droplet, 
denoted by R propagates. Whenever the "Set" droplet is stored at a Flip-flop, the value Q 
switches from zero (black color) to one (red color). Bi=40G, Bn=250G, f=6Hz. The 
Supplementary Video is at normal speed. 
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